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MARTIN SCHOLES

Welcome to this edition of Soapbox,
put together in brilliant sunshine of
the English Summer! Trouble with my
ex B.T. surplus printer caused a few
naughty words over the weekend. .

The
printer head suddenly took to not
moving and causing the alarm light to
come on. Fearing expensive repair bills
I gave the matter much thought and
decided to use a modest application of
WD-40. Within seconds my printer was
feeling much better and working better
than it had ever done! So, if you have
similiar problems with your printer,
use (carefully) WD-40 (chances are
your repairman would’ve used the same
or similiar freeing spray, but would’ve
charged you a vast sum of money for
an hour’s work).
I received a letter from PRISM PD the
other week. Prism have become a

member of the Professional Standards

cold reasoning the fact was that to
give such a scheme 100Z commitment
was beyond the lEBA’s resources. As it

other "would-be" offensive software
from reaching our monitor screens.
They have contacts with Trading
Standards, officials at New Scotland
Yard’s Computer Crime Division and
also similiar departments with other
county constabularies. Prism PD has
(with agreement with the PSD) set-up
a watchdog scheme for the 8-bit
scene (what remains of it). It will
work along the same lines as the PSD
aiming to encourage high standards
amoung 8-bit PD libraries. Any
services who want information on
Watchdog 8 can write to Prism PD for
details. I do hope that Prism PD
understand the reality of what they
are doing. I appreciate they have the
highest of motives but when it comes
to putting into practice the objectives

.

of dealing with complaints and
maintaining standards, it can take up
a lot of work hours, and money. The
IEBA would’ve considered taking up
such a noteworthy task itself, but
when it came down to brass tacks and

well-known for their stand against
Piracy and Pornography. I’m sure if any
member, or user, encounters any
problems, they now know where to
forward their complaints to. We wish
Watchdog 8 luck in their endevour.
I also received the latest Prism PD
info-sheet. I have to say that Prism
do operate a good service. I do write
from experience as being a satisfied
customer; I was very impressed with
the speed and quality of service they

K
rovided (despite what you may have
eard from another source) and well

advise you all to have a look at what
Prism PD offers for Spectrum and
SAM Coupe users. What of the IEBA?
Weil since the changes which have
been accepted by all our members, it

has grown. If you want details, send
an SAE to the address listed in the
ZAT Index. And now...

%Z)erek Morgan ^

jiHSi
I recently had enough money to buy^
a computer. I had always promised
myself that when I nad enough
money I would buy myself a IBM
PC. But after giving it long, cool
though I decided against it wkY?. I

am m the same position as any
other reader of PC TAZ. IBM
computers STILL does not bother to
send us press-releases or adverts
(which we now include free) despite
request’s for such information-so
WE do not know the current RHP of
a typical 1512K, 1 Drive Ft; or if any
special deals are included. WE get
more information from our readers.
I will not go on, as you will have

B
lessed that this is a mix-up of
artin Scholes article about West

Coast. We have heard it all before

ZAT FACT COMPO 2. Take the first letter of each word
written in this font to make up a 8 letter key word...



and no doubt we will hear it again, anyone running a "real" computer
I am not sticking up for West Coast, company would make a deliberate
because I think that West Coast decision to not inform computer
should send ZAT and others magazines covering the type of
supporter information and news on machine they produce, of new versions
what is happening. Irn having a go of their products or upgrades, etc?
at Martiii for being a prat and Would, for example, Viglan sayi "We
getting a PC for that reason. have decided not to inform PC User,
But_ it is a fact of life that big Which Computer, etc, of any of our
businesses are like that and Just do future plans. Nor will we make review
not do that sort of things. We were copies of any of our new products
sij spoilt by MGT and then again by available to them to evaluate and
SAMco. We could write or phone inform their readers of the
and get a reply at any time. Yes, performance, price, etc. Instead we
remember the answer phone. We will only supply any information to
could even get a reply from Alan or Viglan Format magazine and perhaps
Bruce if we were lucky. They had one magazine published by someone
people that even spoke many who has invested a lot of money in
languages. Its no wonder they went our company of whom we happen to
bust. Who can afford to employ like very much".
people to answer phones and write Such a decision would be laughable and
letters to its customers all day. Nice Viglan (I’m using them as an example)
idea, but it ditto t work, did it?. would be castigated in the computer
West Coast chose Format to publish press and possibily their shareholders
there Newsletters because it has would start asking very awkward
the biggest SAM readership, I questions. Why should West Coast
suppose. If you don't get Format you Computers decide to act in a fashion
don’t get the news First hand. You that on the face of it is amateurish
have to rely on your combined in the extreme and against good
readership_ and contributors. I still business practice? There is an
think that Martin, is silly for not arguement that indicates that the
getting a SAM. Think of all the fun reason West Coast choose Format tohe s missing not having a SAM. publish their newsletters is because
I hmk of all the nice SAM users West Coast, Format and Revelation are
that are doing so much NOT to keep (for all intents and purposes) run by
Uie SAM alive. It is alive, but just to the same individuals. I admit that
keep others entertained with their circumstantial evidence to support this

the April, fools joke. Martin didn’t running W.C. does not seem tobuy a PC, he bought a SAM Didn’t understand the duties laid upon them
he? Considering that you do not get by various acts of parliament
any info from West Coast, you do a regarding the operation of anu
very nice job of keeping me/us business, be it a large corporation or
Informal of what is happening in a one-man operation. On every letter
the SAM world. Keep up the good sent out on behalf of a company there
waDi. should be an address for“ correspondences and also the names of
. . _ the persons who is sole trader, and/or
i read Derek s response to my April all partners of the company. In my
Soapbox with a rising sense of personal opinion this is even more
despair. Why, I wondered, had he read important when a company is sellinq
what he wanted to read and not what things to the public. Tt is also
was actually printed? Derek's parody forbidden by the Royal Mail for anyone
of the points contained in the relevenf who is asking people to send money or
issue of Soapbox contains a number of goods to a P.O. Box not to include the
non-sequiturs which I will deal with full address to which the money is to
presently. I pose this question to be sent. Obviously something that
Derek. Does he really think that Revelation does not know or choosesa ZAT FACT: Tuesday is named after the Norse god, Tiu.



to know or ignore because it is

clearly stated in the regulations each
box user is sent when they rent a
box.
Derek seems to imply that ZAT should
subscribe to Format if we wish to
keep our readers informed of what
W.C. is/are doing. Sorry Derek, but
that is not on for a number of

reasons which I hope to explain.

IBM have a Public Relation Department
which has a section devoted to
ensuring that all revelent magazines
dealing with IBM products are,

at-all-times, kept fully informed as to

new developments at IBM. They do this

by sending Press Releases, aranging
functions and arranging for review
copies of new products to be made
available for magazine reviewers. I’m

not suggesting that West Coast could
operate at anything like the level of

IBM’s massive commitment to promotion
but it is obtuse in the extreme of

West Coast to not "care enough" to
send even single-page press releases
to magazines that deal with the SAM.
Perhaps West Coast do not think that
magazines covering the SAM Coupe are
very good in comparison to Format (a

matter of personal opinion). The only

ZODIAC, FRED, SAM 2 SAM, SAM DISK,

SAM SUPPORTER’S CLUB and the rest
are the only other available magazines.
It would be extremely nice to have a

glossy magazine in the style of SAM
This, SAM That or SAM the Other, but
welcome to the real world populated
by magazines operated by dedicated
enthusiasts who publish (for love, not
financial reward) publications like ZAT,
SAM PRIME, etc..

I hope I’ve made my position clear of

the notion that a "real" computer
company would not act in such an
illogical way as W.C. seem to. Of
course, it maybe right for W.C., but I

feel, as do others, that it isn’t fair

for the many users of SAM Coupe
machines.

If anyone would like to comment on
the above, or you have anything that
needs to be debated upon, feel free to
drop me a line at the address below.

All the best and I’ll see you soon.

Stay Lucky!

H
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COMPILED BY PHIL GLOVER David Munden
This issue we welcome Phil Glover what each can and can’t do, and plan
and David Munden to the Mindgames your campaign accordingly. You can
Column. easily swap between characters in

order to control them.
~7~h\EL L£&£AJ.Z5 OF" Although keyboard control can be used,

if you have a mouse you’ll find this is

by John Eyre. £14.95. Revelation by far the best way to play the game.
You have a view of the landscape

The Legend Of Eshan is a game that before you, with compass directions
has crept upon many of us SAM under it. Select a direction and you
owners almost unheralded. Quite a few are shown the view in that direction,
of us knew about the possibility of Clicking the MOVE icon allows you to
LEMMINGS on SAM for a couple of move forwards. During the day, you’ll

years, as it was a major licensed see the Sun in the sky, no matter
game. ESHAN didn’t have such a which way you face. This simply
build-up of expectations, and has come indicates what time you have left to
as a very welcome surprise. I first move. Open land allows greater time
took notice of ESHAN when I saw that for movements, but forest and
it was written by John Eyre, who I mountains hamper you greatly, as do
regarded as an elusive character. I’ve animals such as deer, wild boar and
been using a SAM utility called SAM sheep. It seems that if you encounter
DJ.C.E. (from Kobrahsoft) which was these animals and try to move
credited to a J.Eyre, and I’ve always "through" them, you automatically end
wondered if this person was still the day’s travel and have a good
working on SAM software, so I was feast, very nice, you may think, but
delighted to hear about ESHAN. remember you’ve a war to wage.
D.I.C.E.is a disk information utility, Other icons to use include FIGHT,
obviously written by someone with a RECRUIT/DEPLOY men, FOLLOW, various
good knowledge of the workings of status icons, a • very useful
SAM. This was enough for me to auto-mapping icon, CHANGE CHARACTER,
scribble out a cheque for ESHAN at DISK STORAGE, DAY/NIGHT, SLEEP, etc.

the earliest opportunity. The game These icons make the game very easy
arrived with a small but detailed to get to grips with, but progress in

leaflet outlining the game plot, map the game needs a lot of thought,
and playing instructions. This leaflet, Unlike an arcade game such as
as others I have, soon manages to lose LEMMINGS, you can’t easily play for a
itself in piles of papers and general short time and quit. ESHAN requires
clutter, but it isn^t essential to the you to think and plan ahead, and once
game once you’ve had a brief play with you get involved with the game,
it. you’ll find that the hours pass by very
ESHAN is hard to pigeon-hole, with quickly. I still haven’t spent long
icon-drive actions, good mode 4 enough playing ESHAN to make a
graphics, role-playing, strategy and determined attempt at winning, but I’m

adventure themes running through it. In sure I’d soon be making notes of who
the land of Avinell, an evil character to send in which direction, where to
called Barquin has captured a wise find weapons and new allies, and how
noble called Avorell, with the to picks battles I may win (always a
intention of dominating the land. You, useful skill to learn!)
as Eshan, must fight against Barquin Quite a few of us mature (or should
and his various allies using strategy that be simply ’older’?) SAM owners
and skill. You’ll need to recruit your may have seen Mike Singleton’s
own allies, each of which has MIDNIGHT games for the Spectrum. If

strengths and weaknesses. As you so, you’ll notice that ESHAN is very,
recruit these, you’ll need to discover very similar to them in style and

ZAT FACT: A Repetiteur is a dancer who teaches new
dancers their parts in ballet.
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game-play. I don’t think this is a poor
reflection on ESHAN, but more like
imitation being the sincerest form of
flattery. Although the games are very
similar, John Eyre has made ESHAN far
more friendly to play and has really
worked hard on this program (except
for spelling WARRIORS as WARRIERS!)
The on-screen icon method of play is
surperb. I still remember trying to
play LORDS OF MIDNIGHT on a Spectrum
Plus with a horrid carboard keyboard
overlay for the original small
Spectrum48k computers near
impossible! Eshan has some lovely
touches such as a candle burning down
to indicate the passing of the night,
some good stereo music for the
introduction, excellent use of graphics
and the indispensable auto-mapping for
each character you control. Even the
price is good, as it costs less than
the MIDNIGHT games cost on their
initial release, all those years ago,
and they were only 48k games.
LEGEND OF ESHAN is a game I

recommend to anyone who wants to
use their brains when playing games,
instead of fast reactions. Since my
early comparisons with the Spectrum
MIDNIGHT games, I think ESHAN is

much better, and deserves to be one
of SAM’s best selling games. I hope it

sells well, and acquires a dedicated
following, as I’m sure I’ll be needing

7M£ BIG- -S
by Fergus Me Neil

inputs and using EXAM instead.
This game, like Sleeze, also has some
very good location descriptions and
graphics though I didn’t enjoy them as
much because I found them far too

;

comical, but it is a good game to get !

your teeth into on a rainy evening.
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G.I.G.O.TM£M£PARK U.-SA:
By Jack Lockerby. Zenobi

The game begins by telling you that
since you (the player) were so
successful in the first game
(Themepark U.K. available from Zenobi)
that the company have opened a
second park in America and you have
been invited to try it out. You start
outside the main entrance with a

token and a leaflet. A quick read of it

tells you the objective of the game,
which is to collect five flowers in the
correct order to spell the name of a
American state and you have until Ten
p.m to do it.

Once inside you have to take a shuttle
to each of the four main parts of the
park. If you examine the screen in the
cab, it displays a menu of where you
can go. Then all you have to do is

press the number that corresponds
with the area you want to go to, say
Yellowstone National Park 5.
Along the way you meet several
people, including a director making a
big budget movie who wants extras,

(though those hired must supply their
own gun because the company can’t
afford any.). By solving some
competitions/ puzzles you get to win
some MEGA prizes which may help you
along the way. I managed to win the
company of a Grue for a day.
Unfortunatly, it wasn’t long before I

managed to kill it, which I didn’t really
want to do.

One down point was when I came
across a piece of Ivy. If you
examine it, the description say it

looks "harmless", but if you pick it up
it ends the game. Regular use of the
RAM Save feature will be of great
help when playing this game as you
are running against the clock.
Out of the three Zenobi games, I

enjoyed this game most, and I still

return to it to try and get a bit

further. Jack Lockerby has managed to
pack a lot into this game, and is

another sure-fire classic from this
well-known author. A recommened buy
from me. DM.

Zenobi titles. £2.49 Tape. £3.49 +3
Disc.

WANTED Any old platform and ladders games.

Delate to JOHN TURNER, 58 BURNSIDE.
PARBOLD, LANCS, WN8 7PE
WANTED Any PLUS D owners who would like to

share information and/or discs with JOHN
TURNER. See above address.

WANTED SIM CITY. I might buy other Spectrum

games too. Write to: MICHAEL WESTCOTT, 14

DAISY HILL DRIVE, ADLINGTON, CHORLEY.
LANCS, PR6 9NE
FOR MORE HINTS AND TIPS virtually ANY
Spectrum game, enclose 50p plus SAE for help

sheet and advice to: JON ROSE, THE ANNEXE,
26 BARRACK DRIVE, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST
SUSSEX. P021 4DA
URGENTLY WANTED! SUB-EDITORS FOR 2AT
Are you a SAM or Spectrum user who maybe
interested in helping myself, and the rest of

the ZAT contributor team in the running of

this 5 year old fanzine? If so, write to: ZAT
C/O D. BLACKBURN, 33 DAWLEY BANK,
TELFORD, SHROPSHBRE, TF4 2LQ..TODAY!
IF YOU have any queries on SAM or Spectrum
software, programming, whatever, then write to

ZAT today. David Gommeren, Toby Cooley and
other ZAT contributors are waiting to hear trom

WANTED SPECTRUM GAMES: ANARCHY, ATIC
ATAK, CHAOS, VULCAN, T-WREAKS, LASER
SQUAD, MAZEMANIA, MYTH, DICTATOR and
any copies of SINCLAIR USER, YOUR SNCLAIR
or CRASH FOR SALE: GREEN BERET,
ROADBLASTERS, RASTAN, SAM STOAT,
SAFEBREAKER £175 EACH (INC PSP). Enquiries

to: ST JOHN SWAINSON, 7 UPPER HILL RISE,

RICKMANSWORTH HERTS, WD3 2MJ
FOR SALE 200 Spectrum game titles including

HUDSON HAWKE, SPACE CRUSADE, G-LOC.
Full price titles £150. Budget 50p SAE to:

MICHAEL BROOKS, 11 RYDE AVENUE,
CLACTON, ESSEX, C015 4PW.
GAMES FOR SALE from 50p to £2.00. First

Come, First Served! C ontact DAVE
WAINWRIGHT, 26 CHURCHWAY. ST1RCHLEY.
TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE, TF3 1XH TEL: 0952
597451



ARCADE ALLEY
Helloooo! Is there anybody out there? You’re now in Baldrig’s Shrine. Drop
Since I last wrote in A.A. no one has the FEATHER at the Shrine, and get an
written to me (Blub!). Don’t be shy, if OAK LEAF. Go to DunDhomnuil, and go
you write to me, I promise to mention through the door marked with an X,
you, and to include the pokes and carrying the bones. Now you’ll
hints that you want. If you don’t encounter the King Dhomnuil. Drop the
write, I’ll do a ’Dizzy’ Special. You OAK LEAF and you will be given
have been warned... NUADA’S SWORD.

First off this issue, a solution to
another of Gargoyle Games’ arcade
adventures, ’Tir Na Nog’:

DAGDA’S CAULDRON: Find THE DAISY
from the waterfall in Glasmarsh.
Wander down to the SLige Warrens,
and locate the Invisible Door (On the
side of a building near a portal).
You’ve found the back door to
Ceadrach Calum. Go and pinch THE
CAULDRON. You will now be invincible
to the Nathair.

STONE OF FAL: Get the ICE from the
Ice cave (In Tir Clachan), & The BOOK
from the Water cave (in Glasmarsh).
Again stroll down the Slige Warrens,
carrying the ICE. Walk into the door
marked with a snowflake, and filch the
STING. You now find yourself in An
Lin. Go west, and then take the second
turning north, first turning west,
north, east, north. Pick up the
HALBEARD and amble to Sgorr Bragg.
Drop the HALBEARD and collect the
STONE OF FAL in return.

LUGH’S SPEAR: Get the RING from
the Lava Flats, and enter the cave
marked with a ring. Get the ANTLERS.
Go to the Forest of Cern. Get the PIN
and enter Cern’s Cave. Drop the
ANTLERS to get a HARP. Follow a

Sidhe in the forest until he reaches
an invisible door. Carrying the PIN, go
though this door. Walking through the
tunnel you will find LUGH’S SPEAR.

To Complete the gamei Take all the
above items to the altar at the start
of the game. Get a SPADE from
Stormbase. Facing the cross in
Stormbase, move North nine paces.
Dropping the SPADE here, you will
receive CALUM’S HAMMER. No go back
to the Altar. You should get the
message OGAM. Put CALUM’S HAMMER
onto the CAULDRON. SWORD, STONE
and SPEAR on the Altar. The game is
now finished.

Ok, just to finish off, here’s some
P°kes‘

- ep
NEBULUS (Hewson)
32921,0 Infy Lives

.

* • /-

2 NEBULUS (Hewson)
32921.0 Inry Lives
43650.0 Infy time

i PUZZNIC (OCEAN)
5 46084, 153 Infy time

'•*

i 37913, 0 Infy retries
< Pause the game, type in HELPME,
i unpause the game, then holding down
j BTR will change the level.

D

H

3
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A.M.C. (Dinamie)
40866, 183 Infy lives (Both parts)
30783, 61i 30787, 0 Start fully armed
(Part 1)
30744, x x = Grenades (Part 1)
27205, x x = Grenades (Part 2;
27717, x x = Shields (Part 2)
45096, 0 Inf Time (Parts 1 & 2)
Typing CREEP into the high score table

gives you invincibility and infinite

lives. The code word for part 2 is

DAGOBAM.

SAM PD

and F3 -SOF, WARE

D. Moreau: 18 Mill Lane, aienburn
Road, Old Skeimersdaie. Lancs, WN8

8RH or TEL 0695 31163

What follows is a brief selection of
PD and full-price titles available. For
a cooy of the current catalogue plus
order form, write to the above
address..

GUARDIAN ANGEL (Quattro
Fighters - Codemasters)
58978, 0 Inf lives

Curious fact depti Guardian Angel is in

fact ’Freddy Hardest in Manhattan’,
the follow up to the original Dinamic
title.

ADVANCED PINBALL SIM (Quattro
Coin-ops - Codemasters)
35237, 0 inf. Spherical projectiles

(All players)

WONDERBDY (US. GOLD )
34362, 0 Inf. Lives

STARGLIDER (FIREBIRD)
54647, 201 Fuel. 54690, 201 Shield.

Ok, that’s all for now. Don’t forget, if

I don’t get any letters before issue

27, I will take great pleasure in

inflicting that daft egg with legs on
you in the next ’A.A.

r
. The choice is

yours!

EDITION 3, REVIEW 1-4, DEMO DISK
(FASTLINE 256K), TURBO 9, TURBO 12,
TURBO 16, CONTACT 1, SCPDSA DEMO
DISK 1-2. FASTLINE 10, FASTLINE 19,
HIGHLANDER FILM DEMO, ROBOCOP 2
FILM DEMO, SPACE HUNTER FILM DEMO,
TOTAL RECALL FILM DEMO, LORDS OF
INSANITY SLIDESHOW. NO WAY BACK,
BLINK DISK 3, SAM SOUND.
PD WARE (£L50> UTILITY COLLECTION,
KAT 1, SAMART, MOUSE DRIVER 2.0,
SAM QUARTET 1, LYRA 3, FLEXIPAGE.
PD WARE (£L99> STAR TREK FILM
DEMO, TERMINATOR FILM DEMO,
VALIANT UTILITY PACK, SAMSON DISK 1,

STAR TREK GRAPHIC SLIDESHOW,
ROBOCOP SLIDESHOW.
PD WARE r£2Q0> PRIMUS 1A/1B,
FASTLINE 3-4, MEGA DEMO’S 1-10,
ALIENS FILM DEMO. TOP GUN FILM
DEMO, WALKER DEMO, SCREENS* 1,

BART SIMPSON 1-2, CARTOON,
GARFIELD, SCREENS SLIDESHOW,
BACKGROUNDS 1-2, PICCY DISK, BEAUTY
AND THE 3EAST, DINOSAURS, CLIP ART,
SAMSCRATCH, SAM TASWORD, FONT
DISK 1-5, SAM THE BANDIT,
GEMSTONES, LOVEHEARTS.
F9 SOFTWARE (prices vary, check
for info): SAM ?RIME 5, cNTROPY
EXPERIENCE, SAM 2 SAM 2. SAM DISK

me at the address belowi

JON ROSE C/0 The Annexe, EE
Barrack Lane, Boqnor Regis,
West Sussex, P0E1 4PA,

(c) 1994 Jon Rose S. ZAT
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$c)uenture ©racle
WRITTEN BY DAVID HAIRE

Greetings once more, adventurers, and the way from Germanyi Mannheim to be
welcome to the ZAT Adventure Oracle, more precise. The writer was one
I will start by answering a few of Peter Bergmann.
the questions I posed in an earlier _ _
issue. The answers were provided by Phoenix. By The Traveller in Black.
Donald Hay and Kevin Cooper. You can find the snail in the

confusing claustrophobic confines of
Wyvend Woods, a sort of maze that

The Cup. By Jack Lockerby. consists of only three locations. From
To get the knife, fill the chalice with the Owl go north, northeast, south,
resin and give it to the priest. Kneel, and southwest to get out.
and he will give you a key. Use it to
unlock the door that is to the West The Taxman Cometh. By Steve Clay,
and up, and you will find the knife To open the cage, you need the code,
within. To get the sword, you must To get it, you must sign on the dotted
wear the black belt and play the line in the choker room, which will get
samurai at dice. Save the game you a chest. The formula for the code
beforehand. When you win, the is inscribed in the chest,
samurai kills himself. Examine his
body to find the sword.

Peter also asks "Once you get inside
The Dark Tower. By Jack Lockerby. the cage in The Taxman Cometh,
To get through the archway, you must how do you stop the poisoned smoke
climb into the sack before going from pouring out of the hole?"
south.

I also have a desperate plea for help.
Davy Jones Locker. By Jack In The Jade Stone, by Linda Wright,
Lockerby to get past the robbers you need to
To find the mussels, go to the flight pray at the temple. Apparently, praying
deck, where an alien will ask you to will give you a talisman that protects
get some gold. Say yes, and he will you from the robbers. However, this
take you to the mussels. doesn’t seem to work for me. Has

anyone got any ideas? Just in case
Into The Mystic anyone needs them, here are some
Talk to the dragon, and he will tell other tips for The Jade Stone:
you how to finish the adventure. You
must give him the gold, cut the dome Sit on the chair to find a needle,
with tne diamond in the brooch, then Read the manuscript to find out more
examine the hole and turn the switch, about your quest.

Examine your father’s bed to find a
The Island short sword.
To get past the blocked passage, you Examine the food in the dining room to
need the dynamite and the matches, find some cakes.
Drop the dynamite and light it, then Examine the kitchen table to find a
get the ruby and light the torch. knife.

Smile at the guard and talk to the
The Occult Connection. By David Putron.
Munden (SAM Coupe) Sell the cakes to the baker.
To get the leather strap go up the Catch the dog with the meat and the
stairs to the landing, then go east rope.
into the master bedroom. Look under Mend the old woman’s shawl with the
the bed to find the strap. needle and thread.

Use the knife to retrieve the brooch.
And now some more helpful tips, all Rip the petticoat use it to bandage
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the lumberjack's, hands,
Say No" twice to Carmon to learn
the first.
Examine the straw to find the scythe.
Give a coin to the tramp for a clue.
Give the brooch to the nermit for a
ring.

Now for a few more tips, taken at
random from my collection.

The Balrog And The Cat By The
Balrog.
The bread is rabbit food, the
sandwich is rat food, and the can is
a treat for the cat.
The copper coin plays the machine,
the silver coin pays the gypsy, and
the bronze coin pays for the ferry.
The egg contains the tips for the
boy, but it may explode.
The poster gives you a clue, but the
parchment describes a false trail.
The thread is a training aid.
Hide in the cart to pass the troll.
The donkey will move if you threaten
it.

The Escaping Habit. By Jack
Lockerby.
Cut the curtain in the theatre with
the knife and take it to the tailors.
Give the cigar to the guard then give
the curtain to the tailor and tell him
to make a habit.
Get the Italian phrase book by
swapping it for the adventure novel.
Read the phrase book then the bible.
Enter the store hut from the tunnels
to find the sandals. The cigar is in
the jacket that is caught on one of
the North fences when a prisoner
tries to escape.
Examine the dishes on the table in
the guard’s hut to find a radio with a
battery in it.

Grue-Knapped.
Search tne rubbish in the first
location to find a miner’s helmet.
In the Art Gallery, examine the quay
in the painting to find a key.
In the Fancy Dress room, unlock the
cupboard ana search it to find some
tights.
Search the sink to find a plug, and
attach it to the computer.

To get the bat, simply catch it when
you are carrying the lights.
Examine the notice to nnd a pin.
Chop the block of wood wilh the axe
to get a wood-chip. Examine the
wood-chip to find a woodworm.

The Hammer Of Grimmold.
To pass the sleeping Ore, kill him
with the sword.
Roll the giant over to find some
boots.
Wear the boots to cross the river.
Kick the stones to find a flint.
Look under the table to find a
crowbar.
Say "Grimmold” to the landlord.
Open the coffin with the crowbar to
find a cross.
Look under the hut to find the
woodsman’s sharpening stone.

As well as providing hints and tips, I

also have the solutions to the
following gamesi

Behind Closed Doors, Behind Closed
Doors 2 Behind Closed Doors 3, The
Blood of Bogmole, Bog of Brit,
Buckaroo Banzai, Corya; The
Warrior Sage (Part it Days of
Sorcery, Don’t Panic, The Ellisnore
Diamond, Energem Enigma, Escape,
The Final Mission. Five on a
Treasure Island, Hampstead,
Kobayashi Naru, The Legend of
Apache Gold, The Lost City, The
Lost Tomb of Ananka, Peneless,
Pharaoh’s Tomb, The Pyramid,
Retarded Creatures and Caverns,
The Secret of Little Hodcombe, The
Secret of St Bride’s. The
Shrewsbury Key, The Sorcerer of
Claymorgue Castle, The Temple of

Wonderland^
Come In

’
Winter

To obtain one of these solutions,
please send an SAE and a second
class stamp to cover printing costs
to the address given below. That’s
about it for this issue. Don’t forget
to write in. You are allowed to send
in your own hints and questions, you
know. You don’t have to just answer
those questions asked in the column.
The address to write to is below. DH

DAVID HAIRE 50 CHADSWELL HEIGHTS, LICHFIELD, STAFFS,
WS13 6BH



play zone
BY John Turner, ST. John Swainson &Compatriots

appeared on numerous cover-tapes for (like Space Gun) with which you must
Your Sinclair and Crash, but now you shoot everything on screen. There are
can get those same great games direct only four places where enemies appear,
from the author himself. The twelve They appear almost stationary as they
games reviewed here were all only have two frames of animation. So
hammered out on a battered old +2 you just move the gunsight from side
between 1989 and 1994. They were all to side, pressing fire and bingo!,
written in assembly language using they’re dead. This game is tedious,
LERM’s Z80 Toolkit. The graphics came repetitive and requires no skill. The
from Artist 2. There are two packs worse game I’ve seen in a long time,
available! SCORE 8Z

HAUNTED HOUSE Everything
THE BALL GAMES PACK gets back on line with this nice Jet
Tape Onl

^

/Spectrum Set Willy clone. You must collect keys
located throughout the haunted house
while avoiding various moving objects.

DEMOLITION You must blast your Some keys and energy pills can only
way through 32 different brick walls be reached with a double-height jump,
armed only with a bat and a ball. Each The graphics are bigger, more
brick you hit scores 100 points. Lots colourful and more detailed than JSW,
of power-up’s to collect. Demolition is but pixel-perfect control is still vital,
a lot like Batty, but against the clock. A follow-up, called Gioop should be
A very fast and colourful game with nearing completion. I’m looking forward
good sound effects. to it. SCORE 802
CRAZY GOLF Pretend you’re in EGGHEAD Another platform and
the park or at the seaside and having ladders game., but a good one. The
a game of Crazy Golf. This is a nice keys in each room must be collected
little game; very clear graphics and a to progress to the next screen. Its an
nice opening tune. As you play this almost exact copy of Manic Miner. The
game you might think its going to be rooms are as infuriating as MM and
easy but just you want until you get its with great triumph that you finally
past Hole 7! JT get past the room you’ve been stuck

in for days. Graphics, sound effects
THE BUMPER BOOGIE PACK and title tune are quite good, but
Tape Only/Spectrum gameplay is best. I prefer it to
Price. £499 EGGHEAD 2, though I’m not sure why.

SCORE 80ZSQUAMBLE First off is a quality EGGHEAD 2 Speaking of which,
horizontally scrolling shoot-em-up in Yet again you collect keys to release
the style of R-Type. Your ship is your imprisoned eggy friends on each
armed with bullets and bombs-, fuel level. The graphics are better than
must be collected by destroying Egghead, but otherwise its the same
installations and saving hostages is of game. Quite enjoyable nonetheless,
prime importance. Control is precise, SCORE 682
graphics and scrolling are good, sound MEGABLAST At last..Originalityl!
is adequate and its all quite addictive. You view your starfighter from above
But no matter how far you get, death and must destroy enemy ships and
sends you back to the very start. This rescue hostages they leave behind. The
is disheartening and thus spoils an screen scrolls up and down very
otherwise excellent, if unoriginal game, smoothly and at great speed. Inertia
SCORE 822 means you can turn your ship around
VIGILANTE PATROL Every and destroy enemies behind you; in



effect, you can fly backwards. One of

many nice touches. This game is full

of action and lightning reactions are
essential. Good graphics, sound effects
and a title tune add to the gameplay.
it is hard but you will have little

hesitation in spending many hours
mastering thegame. SCORE 902
SUPER FRUIT MACHINE A
basic fruit machine sim with the aim
of winning as much money as possible,

its trouble lies in the fact that its

too basic. Only five things ever
happen; hold, nudge, gamble, coin climb
and money spin. Luck plays a large

part and if you win, there’s no
satisfaction. Graphics and sound are
below average and its not addictive
which is usually the attraction with
these sort of games. Very
disappointing. SCORE 15Z
SHOVE Or F A simple puzzle game
in which you control a bulldozer which
pushes crates, cups and grenades (?)
around a ma2 e. These objects must be
left on a red cross, when all the
crosses are covered, you proceed to
the next level. This sounds easy but
each level has a time limit which
makes the game difficult. Nothing
exceptional. SCORE 74Z
PIPEWORK This is not a clone of
Pipemania. The screen is divided into

squares each of which contains a
section of pipe; curved, straight or
cross-over. One square contains
nothing and a pipe from an adjacent
square can be slid into it. By moving
the pipes in this way, you create a

pipeline. This can be done within a

very tight time limit. Very playable
and addictive. SCORE 89Z
GRAND PRIX DRIVERS The
final game is an above-view racing sim
like Super Sprint. One or two players
compete against the clock in order to
reach the next circuit. Not finishing

last still earns you money to improve
your car. Graphics are colourful and
well animated and each car has its

own exhaust sound. At the beginning it

is very hard, but with practice it gets
easier. SCORE 56Z
At 50p per game, this pack represents
excellent value for money. Such is the
variety of games that you’re bound to
find something you like. OVERALL
SCORE 88Z SJS

"In this match highlight full graphical
Soccer Management game, its your job

to take your team to the top of the
First Division and win the Cup. Can
you do it?" So challenges the inlay

card. The real question that needs to

be answered isi Do you want to do it?
Well in a word; no.

The "match highlight full graphical" bit

is amazingly poor. One attacking
player runs straight towards the goal

whilst several defenders run up and
down repeatedly in front of the goal.

The attacker randomly shoots and if

the ball happens to strike a defender,

no goal, if it doesn’t, its a goal. It’s

boring after a few matches and after

a season, its got competition from bus
spotting. The graphics and sound are
terrible and you can’t turn it off.

The "management" part of the game is

of the same standard. Each player has
skill, stamina and fitness levels; more
than most management football games.
The latter two fall as more games are
played so you must decide when to

rest players because this risks injury.

The other feature I like is that its

possible to hire a player on loan at

any time. This enables you to
strenghten your team before an
important match or during an injury

crisis. There is the basis for a good
game here but the rest ensures this
potential is not realised.
There are no player wages, European
Cups, retirements, sendings offs,

suspensions, ground improvements or

youth teams. Extra training must be

for the entire squad and has no
effect. Regulation results in the sack.
There are only 8 teams in each of the
4 divisions. Other teams always have
higher skill levels for the single cup
competition making it difficult to

progress. What makes the game truly

awful are the following three points;

You can only transfer players at the

one of the most important parts of

any football management game. You

Id 1 k J CAULDWELL 5 HELMSLEY DRIVE, EASTWOOD, NOTTS,

I r NG16 2RS



don’t know what players have scored
per season so I had no way of knowing
which players in my team were the
best. Lastly to the question "Can you
do it?"-, I think the answer is no.

When I decided to transfer the "best
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INTERNATIONALMATCHDAY By Ocean

Ten years ago 1 went round to my best
friends house as I always did on a
Friday. But this was no normal Friday,
for in the lounge there was a small
box connected up to the T.V. He
excitedly pressed a key and pointed to
the screen. I looked in amazement as
two football teams walked onto the
pitch and started playing. He
controlled one whole team and the
other played by itself. All I had seen
before were hand-held games like Mini
Munchman, Donkey Kong and Fireman
Fireman. This was incredible in
comparison. I grabbed the joystick and
couldn’t believe it as I made the
players pass, shoot, take corners,
make diving saves and go on fastastic
runs. I lost 8-0 and throughly enjoyed
every minute of it.

It was well over a year before I got
my own Spectrum, the newly released
1Z8K. One of the first games I bought
was the "new and improved"
International Matchday, a 128K only
version of the original Matchday. I

played it virtually non-stop but it still

took in triumphantly won the cup. This

game retains the appeal even in the
cold light of 1994. It’s not as
revolutionary, graphically excellent or
feature packed as it was 10 years ago
but it is still a very playable and
addictive.
International Matchday is the same as
Matchday except for a few 128K frills

like music, crowd noise and several
full-screen pictures. The crowd noise
is the only real improvement so the
game is not worth buying if you have
Matchday. The pitch is viewed side-on
and the players move around it

convincingly They only ever manage to
stroll and the game generally is not
fast. It runs at an adequate speed
though, which gives you rime to decide
exactly what to do with the ball.

There are only two types of kicks
along the ground or in the air but this
is sufficient because short passes can
be made by kicking the ball along the
ground. You control the goalkeeper and
spectacular saves can be performed.
Tne goalkeeper stands in the centre of
the goal ana can dive left and right or
jump up. This has the effect that it’s

easy to score but of course its the
same for both sides. When you score,
a very nice close-up is shown of the
crown cheering and getting excited.
The only problem is that you can’t
tackle except by running into the
player who has possession, hence
there are no free Kicks or red cards
and it can be difficult to get the ball.

International Matchday could have been
improved with better graphics,
?amepl8y and more features like
ackling and more types of shot.
Matchday 2 released a few years later
included some improvements, notably
more types of shot, better computer
competition and goalkeepers. Apart
from Matchday 2, there has never been
a better side-view football game.
Despite it’s qualms, International
Matchday is very playable; even if you
can beat the computer you come back
to score more goals. SJS
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ZAT FACT: In 1896, the first modern Olympic games
were held in Athens.
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PUBIJCA DCMIMUS

As PUBLICA D0M1NIUS has been missing have aided in keeping the SAM scene
for a while; my hasn’t it grown in alive. Any disks sent to us will be
length! To begin, here’s Derek Morgan returned if you so wish. (A word of
of SAM PD, advice; when sending disks via post,

try to use a padded envelope or
SAM PD has been running for a while alternatively place them inside a piece
now and yet we still receive letters of stiff card or in bubble wrap if

from SAM users that are not quite using a standard envelope to protect
sure what SAM PD is all about, or are them in transit. Also mark your
often quite shocked to find out that envelope "Magnetic Medium Inside" DB).
there is a SAM Public Domain Library So if you’ve written anything at all,
running at all. I’m not going into what don’t let those disks gather dust, pop
a Public Domain Libram is, as this has them in an envelope and send them to
been covered in ZAT several times us today! To keep you up to date with
before. I would like to reassure SAM what’s new for SAM PD, here's a list
users that we are dedicated to of new titles that are now availablei
producing a Public Domain base for
SAM PD software. JUPITER SOFTWARE SHAREWARE
We are running a reliable service for DISK ONE £L50. Games and utilities.
SAM users. We currently have over GOBLINS MOUNTAIN. £150, TRIDENT
one hundred disks in stock to date, ADVENTURE £150 Text adventures,
but more titles are added every month. CASTLE £150. A "Dizzu” type qame.
We’ve had s few problems, but doesn’t BANZAI “THE GAMES". £L50 A
everybody and no doubt we will have collection of Dan Doore’s games from
some more. We only use good quality 1990/94. Plus AMIGA 1st GRAPHICS,
disks; not cover disks. This should cut £150. Some very nice Amiga ported
down on the often re-occuring problem screens. THE DOUBLE £150. A
of having faulty disks returned. We collection of Dan’s Demos and
try to have a fast turn-round service Utilities. Dan has also sent us nine
and not keep customers waiting (Sorry disks of converted Amiga sound tracks
Darren we will get that disk to you (90 MODs) which run via Track Player,
before Christmas!;. But most of all we by Solar Flare. The Modified version,
are truing to keep our prices by Dan, of Track Player is on disk one
reasonable. Hopefully this will all and is required to load and play Mods
tie-together and ensure SAM PD goes Disk’s two to nine. This disk comes by
from strength to strength. kind permission of FRED Publishing.
There is a lot of home-produced SAM From Colony Soft in Australia comes
software out there. SAM users have nine disks of ported screens from
put together a myriad of programs, different computers. GIRLS IN
demos, utilities; some have even had a SWIMSUITS, RAYTRACE SI-FI
go writing their own arcade or SCREENS. All disks are £1.25 each,
adventure games. We’ve received quite PLEASE NOTE. In issue 24 of ZAT,
a number of home-produced programs, reference was made to some titles by
most of which has been of good Colony Software and P$S software,
quality and as such we’re now planning The titles mentioned are full price
to release disk compilations full of software and not PD. Colony Soft and
such programs. So if you’ve written PSS Soft are sold through F9
your very own word processor, or Software, an independent software
decided to do your own version of a distributor, that we also run for SAM
well-known SAM game, why not send it users that wish to retain their own
into us? What have you got to loose?, copyright.
You may get fame out of it. You may It’s been highly requested and now !

just get the feeling "OH NO! That’s my here it is. Paul Skinner from New
program". But most of all you would Zealand has sent us a disk containing 1

-t g L ^ ZAT FACTsTo Write in computing terms is to record data
I Y on disc or tape for storage.



96 ’E’ Tracker tunes, together with
S.Drissen’s ’E’Tracker player. This disk
also comes by kind permission of FRED
Publishing and needs MasterDOS to
work. £1.50 West Coast have sent us
two more disks which are a part of
SAMco’s historyi the Anniversary pack
Disks 1 & 2, at £1.25 each. Steve
Nutting has sent us SC PD3, his
excellent PD disk containing some
useful utilities. SC_PD3 contains,
Speclone; Spectrum ~48K Emulator.
Compressor 1 & 2, a fast screen and
code cruncher and Disclone; a disk
copier.
"THE MIDI MUSIC COLLECTION", £7.00
A collection of Midi music, plus a
MT-32 Parameter Editor. “THE MIDI
MUSIC, DISK 1“, £3.00 23 more Midi

0 <

player tunes and Step Midi to Midi
Player converter. “THE MIDI MUSIC
'DISK £2", £3.00 Even more Midi Player

As a special offer to ZAT readers
(you can let go of my arm now
Darren) if you send us a Disk and SAE
we will send you a copy of “MOD to
E-Tunes", to enable you to play
E-Tunes though your Midi.

Thanks Derek. SAM PD is not the only
library supporting the SAM Coupe.
Michael Stocks’ Zodiac has its own

?
rowing PD library. With a review of
odiac PD Disk’s 2 and 3, here’s David
Gommeren..
Recently I received 2 disks from
Zodiac, one containing Mouse Driver
2.0

; the other two adventures, a guide
to adventures and a slide show. Both
are priced at £1.50 (For Zodiac
Subscribers £1.25). Compaired to some
other PD libraries t know, pricing is
very attractive. But lets first see
what you get for your money. ZPD2,
containing Steve Taylor’s new mouse
driver, doesn’t give you anything but
excellent value for money. Everything
you should know about tne driver is
contained in a read-me file. Also on
disk are two simple, but effective,
programs which show all the facilities
the new mouse driver has.
ZPD3, "The Innocent Collection", is
much of the same. Upon booting the
disk, you are presented with a simple
menu with four options, 3 concerning
adventures and a fourth, a slideshow,
which has nothing special, just plain
loading of five screens. Just to warn

you, I must shamefully admit that
although I have played the odd
adventure, I’m by no means an
experienced adventure player. The
tutorial is for the very first beginner
but it does its job well by displaying
both text and commands as you are
guided through a simple adventure
explaining all the major commands. As
far as \ have seen the adventures.
Trident and Goblin’s Mountain, are both
written in Basic. Although SAM Basic
is perfectly capable of doing the job,
responses are not extremely fast, nor
can you expect any fancy graphics or
highly advanced parsers. Although I

didn’t feel like playing both adventures
to the end, I played Trident until the
point where I was on the first floor
of a cottage searching through some
clothes. When I then looked through
them again, I found a book, but the
clothes had gone! This may seem
perfectly possible to the author, but
ro me it sounded quite improbable.
However for not so experienced
players, these adventures should offer
some fun, and at 75p per adventure
(plus a bonus tutorial and slideshow),
you really can’t do anything wronq.
SCORE 602

Another "new/old" source of SAM PD
ware is Adrian Betts who many older
SAM users will remember from bygone
days as Editor of Turbo. Adrian has
compiled his first RAT SALAD
compilation which should get a review
next time. If you want a copy, then it
costs £1.50 available from A. Betts, 8
Healey, Tamworth, Staffs, B77 2RF. In
this edition of PD, I was hoping to
include a review of Ian Slavin's AXE
COLLECTION. Unfortunately Toby Cooley,
our SAM PD reviewer is currently in
hospital and as such wasn’t able to
send his review to us in time. So
hopefully we’ll see it next time. And
Toby, get well soon!

Over to the Spectrum PD scene with a
new demo hailing from Slovakia,
reviewed by ST John Swainson.
LCD DEMO, a 128k demo, was written
by Busy and Noro in 1993. It’s only
just reached British libraries and is
considered one of the best demos
around. Upon loading, you’re greeted
with the LCD logo behind some decent
graphical effects. Following this (but
still part of the intro) is a screen



tly if you have ABC Stereo, REFOER SERVICES

SINGLE ISSUES. £150 UJL, or £ZOO
Overseas. Both include postage

SUBSCRIPTION RATES. ££50 for 6
issues or 4.00 for 3 issues (U.K.
rates) £950 for 6 issues or £5JXI
for 3 issues (overseas rates).
If RE-SUBSCRIBING, take 30p off 6

[

Graphics are clear and colourful and
there is a lot to do. Displays in the
volume analyser can be changed, the
TV can be used and the sound bars
can be removed. LCD is a top quality
demo, well worth seeing. OVERALL 902

PRISM PD has a number of new titles

on offer. First off is SUB-SONIC
DEMO by Extacy 3. A very weli-put
together musical demo, it contains 5
tunes including Passion-8, U4ia and
Big Hippy Smell! You select the tune
of your choice via a menu-scroller
which looks like the veru familiar
ROM-opening menu. GAME ART DEMO

£200 off 6 issue rate or £100 off 3
issue rate. When ordering, please
quote your LD. number on your
membership card!

BACK ISSUES ARE PRINTED ON
REQUEST BASIS ONLY. NOW IN
STOCK ISSUES 6, 11 and 12. Cost
£200 each! All other back issues
cost £1.50 each. IEBA members oeouct
50p off above rates. Please add an
additional 19p/25p stamp per every 3
issues ordered to cover postage. Issue
16 not available. XTRA NEWS: To
celebrate ZAT's 5th Birthday, a

limited special edition run of ZAT
Nal will be available as of July 31st.

is a slideshow of several dozen
graphics which could be ported into
PCG DTP. From Allen Price comes
ESCAPE, an impressive space
adventure game written with the 3D
Construction Kit in which you play
the role of an escaping convict from
Zirus 10. THERMAL DESTRUCTION
by Les Quinn, is a 48k only space
snoot-em-up with loads of aliens and
asteroids to blast to kingdom come.
Also out are the Unbelievables’ FUN
PART DEMO, Exactu 3's Insanity, and
the Cat Man’s GALLERY. Reviews
should appear in a future column.
There’s more news from Prism PD in
this issue’s ZAT HERALD. Anyway
that’s all for this time, see you anon.

ADVERTISING. ZAT offers all readers
FREE Classifide advertising. Categories
include. FOR SALE, WANTED,
MESSAGES, EVENTS, PEN-PALS, etc.
Maximum word count 50 plus contact
details. All ad's received will appear
in 2 issues.
SERVICES can place 1 FREE AD in ZAT
if non-IEBA members. Then the
following rates apply. £4.00 (Full
Page), £1.50 (Half Page), £1.00
(Quarter Page) per issue inserted.
IEBA CORPORATE MEMBERS car.

advertise for FREE if you quote your
I.D. number.

Please make all Cheques, Postal
Orders and Eurocneoues payable to
ZAT c/o D. BLACKBURN or M.
SCHOLES. COINS OR BANK NOTES will
NOT BE ACCEPTED! ALL ORDERS
DESPATCHED WITHIN 21 DAYS.
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r't lost in this (orany) translation).

TOUCH ME
The demo was completed during a frenzied computermeeting in the Dutch town of Oostethout. It was an all

standard meeting: we had booze, drugs, sex and loud music. We did have a lot of fun. but mind you, you

don't need booze, drags, sex and loud music to have fun, at least not in the quantities we took it. Still used a

damn BASIC music compiler. From our experience we can safely say this kind of environment is an ideal

breeding ground for the foundation of a demo.

UITLE JOKE
A demo which was conceived and completed in just rate evening. It was just a half year before David

became unemployed and believe us. that year was his most productive one in terms of computer

programming. We can't tell you a whole lot about this demo. It was shore and fun and doesn't last long (the

latter is the main reason the demo is funny). The sample was converted from the C64. The sample sounds a

bit worse than on the C64 because the volume-scaling cm the SID (C64 soundchip) is scaled linear and the

AY-3-8912A is scaled on a logarithmic scale.

CRAZYSAMPLED
Hey, guess what? A conversion! Butwe never saidwe were original (apart from ourDNA structure but, hey.

because everybody has an original DNA structure that makes us quite average, cm the whole). This demo

made us more known than any demo before that. Why is that? Is it good? Well, if you look back on it now,

you can’t imagine what all the fuss was about. It still is a very original piece of work and the music was

quite peculiar for its time. Never mind the weather and the fact that Rob had to convert the C64 pictures by

hand from 4 colour gray shades to just monochrome.

If you are wondering why there isn't any colour at all in the demo, well that was because at the time Rob

owned just one monitor and it was monochrome. Mind you, it was a amber coloured monochrome monitor

and Rob found the colour appealing. The fact that it came out black and white never occurred to him until

David pointed it out during the writing of this article. Thanks David.

THECOLLECTEDWORKS PARTONE
YES!!! After months, nay, years of straggling we finally managed to come up with an original title AND an

original concept. A computer jukebox but without the coins and the pub that goes with it And. don t you

forget it. the music is infinitely better than any Elvis 'sure-he-is-dead-but-I-swear-I-saw-him-in-the-

supermaiket-the-other-day' Presley tune. The galloping horse was borrowed from the ancient drawing

package Paintbox. The intro is quite something else. The entire screen is updated 50 times per second, each

second. And that many seconds in a row. amazing! The only thing used to update the screen was the stack

and a routine of about 6K. Needless to say we ripped all the tunes ourselves. There is even some original

music in this demo, or at least never published.

THECOLLECTEDWORKS PARTTWO
Our only true 48K demo. The scroll was based upon a little routine that David was writing to make a little

game such as the 'Crystal Castle' type of thing. Little did the world know that he was going to make a scroll

out of it. But be fair, it doesn't look as a moving text at sane points. Sometimes it looks just static, so you

can imagine the speed if you didn't see it for youiself. We oureelves don't have a clue what the text is about,

because afterwe'd written it. we never had the patience (ornerves) to sit it out again.

Next time we will continue this exciting story of Demo & Co on a more serious note.

Will Batman escape? What is the purpose of that red glowing globe? Will Alice many her prince charming?

.This, and more bubbling questions will be revealed in ournext to ccme episode of the ever continuing quest

for troth, honour, fortune and strawberry flavoured rubbery things.



PART 3 "OVERPAIO. OVERHYPED
A NR nVFR HFRF"

So far we’ve concentrated on arcade
game titles, but awau from the arcades
is another branch of gaming known as
"wargames". If you were to ask a
wargames’ fan about the best wargames
released, the company PSS would
almost certainly be mentioned.
Computer wargames mainly consist of
two players taking turns to "give
orders”, watching as their orders are
carried out by graphic counters on
screen. To be honest, this doesn’t
always make the most interesting
gameplay. However, PSS coupled some
of their wargames with arcade
sequences. This introduced more players
to wargaming on the Spectrum.
Taking famous battles throughout

history as the game theme, the player
could take on the identity of any of
the protagonists concerned. Whether
you wanted to be Eisenhower, or
Napoleon, there was almost certain to
be a game allowing you to work off
your aggressive tendencies. A personal
favourite is a title not based on an
actual battle. Theatre Europe is a
title allowing you to take charge of
either NATO or Warsaw Pact countries
in a conflict in Central Europe. Of
course history has meant that the
game is out of date now, but as the
idea is to try and avoid using the
nuclear option in defeating your foes,
the gameplay can become very involving.
The instruction booklet states that
"events in this conflict simulation are
entirely fictitious; they must never be
allowed to happen, the danger is that
they might..."
When PSS weren’t busy remoulding

history, they released some creditable
arcade titles. Xaviour and The
Covenant were titles based on a space
suited hero collecting items whilst
avoiding some of the weirdest aliens
you’re ever likely to see. Frank hP
Stein was a reasonable platformer,
whilst Macadam Bumper allowed you
to re-design a pinball table if you
didn’t like the in-built ones. PSS also
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took on board titles from Lothlorien & easy on the 48k version, the 128k
CCS, both companies who made their version made you actually work for
names with wargames. One of the most your living. Of course, how you gained
ambitious titles released by PSS was this rating was entirely up to you.
Swords & Scorcery. A "Dungeons &. There was nothing to stop you donning
Dragons" style title, it featured the an eye patch and shoulder mounted
usual batch of nefarious beasties with parrot to indulge in a few dodgy
tasks to be completed and 3D graphics deals. Where Elite really scored was
squeezed into one side of the screen, an excellent coupling of strategy with
Just recently released by Summit, fans loads of shooty-bangs. I really enjoyed
of this genre would be well advised to flying round the space lanes, shooting
splash out on a copy. The sequel, down defenceless space freighters and
Heroquest I don’t think ever saw the pinching their cargo. There was always
light of day. It is definitely not the the space police of course, but with a
Gremlin title of the same name. bit of careful flying you could usually

lose them. There was also the other
Another software house that released space pirates, the bounty hunters, and

decent wargames was Firebird. The the indescribably nastu Thargoids...
software arm of British Telecon (oops, But worse, much mucn worse than all

I mean British TelecoM), this software of this, was the space station docking
house was responsible for some of the sequence. If ever mental cruelty could
best ever titles on the Spectrum, be levelled against a computer game,
Splitting the range of titles into this section of Elite stood accused,
three, with Gold, Silver, and er, Hot You could be happily amblimg through
ranges, Firebird managed to cover all space, on your way to rip off your
the differing game genres. The next trading stop when a cold fear
wargames I mentioned were Rebelstar gripped you. You realised that you
& nebelstar 2. Unusually for a would have to spend the next three
wargame, the setting was outer space, hours trying to park your spaceship
The gameplay was full of the strategy inside the space station without
bits beloved by wargamers, and the splattering yourself against a wall,
first title featured on a ’Y.S.’ For those unfamiliar with this form
covertape a while back. The Silver of torture, the space stations all

range mainly consisted of original revolved which meant that the
budget titles, and to be honest, most letterbox shaped entrances constantly
of it was dross. There was even a moved. Unless you judged your speed
pair of titles called Don't Buy This, just right, the entrance would suddenly
comprising some of the worst titles move, and you would be a curious
Firebird had been sent. Where Firebird stain on the space station exterior,
really excelled was in the Gold and Although the graphics were
Hot ranges. In the former. Sentinel & monochrome, ana the sound
Buggy Blast were both excellent, non-existant, Elite was superb.
Sentinel boasted excellent 3D graphics
and 10,000 levels. Other "biggies" from Firebird included

Carrier Command, a 128k only title
However, the jewel in the Firebird with tremendous 3D shaded graphics.

Gold crown was Elite. Converted from There was also the Stargliaer pair,

the original BBC program, this title Although the first game, with digitized
was THE space trading game. Within voices and colour wireframe graphics
the out-size box was a novella, was highly praised, it was really little
instruction book, keyboard overlay, more than a shoot-em-up. Starglider 2
poster and urn, oh yes, a copy of the added more purpose to your mission,
game. It also had the infamous Lenslok but the Spectrum version was ruined
security device. Elite allowed you to by the use of a blue background
ply your trade around various planets throughout the game, so destroying the
& universes trying to obtain the effect of the wireframe graphics. On
elusive Elite rating. Although there the Hot range were Rasputin; 3D
was a cheat which made this rather Knight Lore clone, Runestone; a
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reasonable adventure, and Costa the sound was awful, and the multiload
Capers* the further adventures of used was detrimental to the gameplay
Technician Ted (more of him later), so much that it spoilt the game. Who
When Firebird reverted to using just wants to play a game for ten minutes,
the company name, instead of ranges, only to have to wait half an hour for
they released more corkers, the levels to load? Other Sega titles
Magnetron was a 3D robot grapple/ released by U.S.Gold included the
Marble Madness type game. Earthlight Gauntlet clone Crackdown, the
used excellent graphics and astounding brilliant race title Super Monaco G.P.,
128k sound to stunning effect. Savage and the rather boring G-Loc. The two
was a three part arcade game with sequels to the original Outrun, the
full colour graphics, but little in the Turbo and Europa versions tried to
way of gameplay. Firebird also improve on the original. Turbo Outrun
released conversions of the coin-ops added a bit of speed, and Outrun
Bubble Bobble and Flying Shark, Europa varied the vehicles you used.
There was also the first of a couple Both were fairly average and neither
of games released around touched the complete brilliance of
Thunderbirds. Unfortunately it was Ocean's Chase HQ or Imagine’s WEC Le
incompatible with 128k Spectrums* I Mans.
sulked for weeks! U.S.Gold also raked in some money by

releasing their "Games" series. With
In the last part, we looked at Ocean Winter Games, Summer Games 1 &

software. If they were big, U.S.Gold 2, California Games, World Games
were HUGE. This company alone not to mention The Games-Summer
probably released more titles than any and -Winter Editions, U.S.Gold just
other company. Firstly, U.S.Gold about covered every olympi; sport you
released conversions of titles could think of. Not that these
originally programmed by American conversions of Epyx titles were always
software houses for the Commodore gold medal material. By far the best
and Atari machines. Many of these of these was the 128k version of
early titles were..a bit crap. Remember Winter Games, if only because it had
such "classics" as Zaxxon and Buck great music. The two Summer Games
Rogers?. I have to say that there was titles and Winter Games 48k were
some excellent stuff as well. The gathered together in the Gold, Silver
conversions of Spy Hunter and Beach Bronze compilation. Unlike the Daley
Head were superb for their time. Thompson titles, or Hypersports, these
Does the name SEGA mean anything to titles didn’t always rely on frantic

you ? I thought it might! In the mists joystick waggling, and the variety of
of ancient history, Sega was a coin-op the events (anyone for a bit of show
only company. U.S.Gold converted some jumping?) meant that you d:d get value
of their early titles to the Spectrum, for money in one respect.
Apart from the two crap titles what let U.S.Gold down to start with
mentioned above, there was also the was the programming of their
frenetic Tapper, and the Outrun trio. Spectrum titles. Unlike Ocean, U.S.Gold
The first Outrun, along with didn’t manage to get the best
Thunderhlade represented the best programmers for their early releases*
example of over-hyping. The two titles exceptions being Beach Head, and the
were phenomenally successful in the aforementioned good Sega titles. When
arcades, and a Spectrum conversion U.S.Gold managed to grab some decent
was beyond doubt. When the programmers, the results could be
conversions finally arrived. Oh dear! stunning. Titles programmed by
Outrun’s programmers had tried to Software Creations are some of the
keep the graphic feel of the original, best that U.S.Gold have ever released.
Unfortunately this meant that the The Capcom conversions of Bionic
game moved at the speed of a Commando, LED Storm, and Gauntlet
geriatric tortoise. Thundeblade. 3 are all superb. What made Software
however, was fast moving, with all the Creations’ titles stand out was their
violence of the coin-op. Unfortunately., excellent 228k soundtracks. Written by



r Tim Follm, the 123k music was a treat
for the ears. The soundtrack on the
conversions of LED Storm and
Ghouls n’ Ghosts have to be heard to
be believed. Another programming team
that did well for U.S.Gold was Tiertex.
People who used to read Enigma tape
Magazine will know that I wasn’t a

great fan of their work. However, in

hindsight, I may have been a touch
harsh at times. The conversions of the
Stricter titles as well as Capcom’s
Black Tiger were very good. The
conversion of Capcom’s Last Duel had
great graphics, but little in game play.

The similarly titled Last Mission had
poor graphics but good game play. U.N.
Squadron was an average
shoot-em-up, with an unfortunate title.

Whilst everyone is raving about the
Street Fighter series, do you remember
what the first big beat-em-up was on
the Spectrum? I reckon it was Bruce
Lee released by U.S.Gold before most
of you were born, this was the
Grandfather to titles like Vigilante,

Final Fight, and Street Fighter. Whilst
Activison’s Super Hang On was the
best cycle race game on the Spectrum,
U.S.Gold released SuperCycie.
Programmed by Denton Designs, it was
a creditable racer. Golf isn’t a game
you would normally associate with
computers. However, the trio of
Leaderboard titles bought all the
"fun" of this sport to the Spectrum.
The first title Leaderboard is bu far
the best. The sequels, World Class
and Tournament use multiloads, and
are spoilt as a result. If you want all

three in one package, search out
Multimix One.
Sega gave U.S.Gold its best selling

title with Outrun, Capcom gave the
best Spectrum Conversions. Apart from
the aforementioned Software
Creations titles, Forgotten Worlds
was a decent two player shoot-em-up.
The colour used was excellent. Final
Fight featured some huge graphics,
and was a respectable beat-em-up.
One title that I don’t think appeared
on the Spectrum before U.S.Gold pulled
out was Mega Twins. This Capcom
title looked to be a Wonderboy beater,
probably to better Activision’s
tremendous Super Wonderboy.
Another company that gave U.S.Gold

success was Access. With the
Leaderboard titles, a brace of Beach
Head games

_
and the politically

incorrect Raid Over Moscow, the
Access titles were all well received
on the Spectrum. If I said LucasFilm to
you, you would probably think of the
Star Wars’ films. There was also a

department of LucasFilm that released
software. U.S.Gold converted these to

the Spectrum. By far the best of
these was the puzzle/arcade hybrid
Nightshift. Featuring a cycle pedalling

workman, you had to keep a production
line running in a toy factory! by
ourself!. Great fun, but maddening,
alking of maddening, the conversion

of E-motion matches the Elite docking
sequence for sanity grabbing gameplay.
A tremendous puzzle type game, try to

play the 128k version if you can.
If, like me, your first encounter with
oblins & dwarves was in the game
ungeons &. Dragons, U.S.Gold

converted games based around TSR’s
original game, and they weren’t that
bad. Amongst the best were Heroes of
The Lance and Dragons of Flame.
Incidentally, the best game of this
type on the Spectrum is Times Of
Lore converted by Origin. Although not
classics, the TSR games featured a

good feel of the original D & D.
Like Ocean, U.S.Gold had it’s

fairshare of "turkey titles" in it’s

formative years. Games to avoid
include Zorro; a dreadful platform
game. Wizard Wars;, a magical combat
title and The Goonies. however, the
"Turkeu of All Time" has to be World
Cup 1986. Using a soccer game written
by Artie, the package contained all

sorts of goodies, trying vainly to hide
the fact that the game was dross. Not
ones to give up, they tried again in

1990, but this time remembered to
include a half decent football title.

U.S.Gold re-released many of its titles

on the Kixx label and on compilations.
Most curious of these was the title

Crystal Castles. Originally advertised
as a "Limited edition", it reappeared
on various compilations and on a

budget label. I think it didn’t sell too
well originally, don’t you? Right ho,

thats all for this instalment. Next
time we look at moles, miners and
gremlins! (c) 1994 ZAT &. Jon Rose.

ZAT FACT: Apples on average contain 70 calories.



MEAN BIZ
Darren Blackburn

A "prominent" event back at the April

Gloucester fair was the unveiling of

not one, but two, new SAM Coupes
models from West Coast Computers. In

appearence, the SAM elite 512k (spelt
with a small "e") looks exactly the
same as the “original" expect the

ancient MGT logo has been finally

replaced by the rather drab W.C.C.

logo. Some (though not all) elite

Coupe’s also boast the now-standard
grey-key Querty keyboard which is

much more resistant to wear (the keys
on my "white" keyboard did have a

habit of falling off in times of

stressful tip-tapping out the latest
pages of ZAT) and to my ears, a lot

quieter too. *

The major differences are internal.

Out goes the bulky box-of-tricks rr —
printer interface that uou had to

labouriously attach to tne back of

your Coupe, which takes up so much —
work space. Instead, everything has
been moved "indoors". May I present
the SIPI, that’s SAM Internal Printer -
Interface, to us mere mortals. The SIPI A

|

has unknowninglu kicked up quite a 3 ij
small storm of discontention from y

"older and wiser" SAM users. On the _

one hand, the SIDI’s external port
interface (located above the \\
power/SCART ports on the rear -

.

left-hand side of the raised keyboard
housing) will allow standard +DSAM
BBC Shuggart or Disciple printer MIDI
cables to be inserted, so compatibility
problems with most makes of 9pin/24 BOT
pin and BJ printers won’t prove to be disk
a problem. And due to being placed
over the Scart port, it won’t interfere _
with the elite’s TV or power cables (I ^
hope). But, (critism 1), due to a —
internal modification (some have
referred to as a botch-up), some
users have experienced problems with

( \ ^
receiving signals between the socket " ^
and SIPI, though hopefully these will be —
ironed out soon(ish). \
The elite’s disk drive isn’t the familiar \
half-an-inch high disk drive of old. It’s

been replaced (due to availability

problems with the older model, quote — ~~

WCC) with a new 1 inch high *

TOP; The SAM elite 512k

l.Pbwete—^2scbrt

MIDDLE The SIDI interface.
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disk drive, which is slightly darker another guise. At £199.95, the only
white in tone so slightly clashing real difference is the software and
with the elite’s "pure" white casing, the market it’s aimed at. WCC see
The new drive occupies the right-hand the elite foremost as a "business and
side of the Coupe where disk drive 2 programmers” machine, while the
would occupy (The SIPI occupies the Gamestar pack, comes with a variety
space where disk drive 1 "was”). The of Revelation games, thus trying to
new drives are a lot quieter, so the prise away first time computer
familiar clunk when inserting a disk buyers from purchasing their first
in the original SAM will become a Sega, Nintendo or even C64. Its an
thing of the past. The new drive/s ambitious folly thats almost sadly
are meant to be more reliable and doomed to failure, but you must admit
wear-resistant than the older models, that you have to give WCC credit in
but (critism 2) due to escalating attempting to try an grab a few
costs of the original logic chips bucks from the big boys,
which have been replaced with only
one 1772 Controller chip, although MiDGET (Mixing Digitising Genlock
the cost to add a second/replacement Editing Titling) can be used for two
drive/s is cheeper (by £20), you purposes. One as a very powerful
would need to send your elite to modular home video graphics studio
W.C.C/B.A. to have a second-drive useful for video enthusiasts and home
fitted or replaced (as you can no computer users interested in
longer fit the drives yourself as the video/graphical FX’s, and two, as a
casings are user-proff against means to enchance SAM’s existing
tampering). graphical capabilities to quite a
Another gripe with the elite pack is degree.
that the bug-bears with the original MiDGET has been in development forSAM Coupe pack could’ve been quite a while with most of the
rectified at long last. In other words, groundwork co-organised between
U'by still give away FLASH and newcommers Rooksoft, Phoenix
SAMDOS, when SAM PAINT is far Software Systems and members of
superior, and MasterDOS is more Entropy who themselves will be
readily used? The old (now dated) releasing their first piece of
SAM Operation manual is still commercial software-, a disk repair
supplied with it (a revised one is utility pack called RecoverE
ln-the-works, but it maybe a while So what does MiDGET do? The slot-in
before it appears). At least the elite interface will allow users of the
will run existing SAM software (with dreaded Camcorder to mix two
elite specific software on the seperate video sources and record the
drawing board), and another plus with outputted image, digitise computer
the internal interface means that graphics, edit incomming images, and
users won’t need to buy the TWOUP. with its genlock facility, you'll be
elite users can still upgrade to 1 meg able to superimpose computer
RAM Memory if so wished. generated images onto video imaqes
Although the release of the elite will to add things like movie titles, or
please some SAM users, I personally even sub-titles which could aid
don t think the elite will boost SAM promoting Alan Miles’ original concept
Coupe sales any higher than the MGT for the SAM Coupe as an educational
SAM Coupe has achieved in the last 4 teaching tool.
years. The elite is a "mixed-bag" of a In theory, MiDGET can add several
computer, with a fair share of good different modes to the graphical
points, but unfortunately those good capabilities of most computers, not
points are marred by several bad just SAM, from a humble ZX Spectrum
points that WCC should have a care to the most powerful Apple Mac. The
to look into and rectify as soon as mode capacities range from 256x300
possible. The elite retails at £199.99. pixels per screen to 512x600 pixels
The other "new" model is the SAM per screen. All modes have over 256GameStar 512k. Perhaps "new" isn’t colour on any one line (pixel
the right word to use as the resolution) out of a possible pallete
Gamestar itself is really the elite in of 16,777,216 (24-bit) shades! The

GD i
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system will also allow for
horizontal or vertical scrolling, mode
switching on any line, anywhere on
screen. Memory currently stands at
169k video memory and 256k
program memory though both are
expandable. MiDGET’s ROM size is

currently under review. MiDGET’s
maximum memory capacity will be
over 4 megabytes with a
unconfirmed 8Mhz Z80B processor
chip being designated to handle this.
As you can see from the
screenshots, MiDGET can produce
quite clear digitised printed

f
ictures. Images can be stored in
wo ways; either as 16 shade grey
scale pictures, or using only 8 grey
shades, made possible by a special
stippling program written by Entropy
member, Steffan Drissen. Out of the
two, the latter version gives the
clearer picture but to see the full

quality of these images you really
need to see them on-screen. I’m

lucky to have been sent a disk with
some MiDGET screens on it and they
are good (if embarrasing, thanks to
Dave Whitmore!).
Presently the development of
MiDGET is still in the early
prototype stages. The one memory
chip needs to be sorted and the
accompanying software to make use
MiDGET’s varied capabilities needs
to be written. To do this, RookSoft
are looking for financial backing.
The current retail price of MiDGET,
if sold tommorrow, would be around
£150. However I feel that this could
prove to be a major sales drawback
considering that video titling

systems like the Amiga’s
Videomaster are already available
for as little as £75. Having said
that, MiDGET’s creators are adamant
that the system will have a market.
Whether this will be true remains
to be seen. For more details on
MiDGET, contact either Phoenix
Software Systems or RookSoft
direct.

That’s it for this edition of Mean
Biz. There’s quite a fair selection
of SAM software being developed at
this very moment, a lot of which
will debut at the October Gloucester
show. 1 hope to bring you news on
this, and more, next time around.

Flintstones, Meet the Flintstones.

Possibily Jeffrey Archer’s other
brother.

i
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ZAT HERALD
LERM Software ceased trading as of
last month while in September sees
the closure of Amstrad Action.
Despite the colapse of Commodore
International, Commodore Force is

still going strong. Adventure Probe
reaches its 100th issue in the same
month. Out now is the Threads Dark
Fantasy Special (£2.50) and Threads
3 (£1.95). Available from First Rung
Publications, 32 Irvin Avenue, Saltburn,
Cleveland, TS1Z 1QH. Pickasso’s SAM
DISK No 13 is now out, as well as
SAM2SAM 3, PRISM POWER 7, ZODIAC
4 and SAM PRIME 6.

'SAr/'A 'Software. Phoenix
Software Systems have re-released a

number of Enigma Variation titles
including Defenders of the Earth, Klax,
Pipemania, Sphera, Robot Monsters and
MultiPack 1. All have been re-priced
from £6.00 to £7.50. Also re-priced
are Colin Jordan’s Splat (£3.00),
Sheriff Gunn (£7.50), Famous Five

(£7.50), SAM Adventure System
(Z5.00) and SAM Midi Sequencer
(£20.00) with version 2 available
soonish.

Several titles from Revelation’s
(SAMcoJ Educational Software range
have also been re-released including
Keypress, Spelling Attack, Primary
Maths and Highway Code all written by
David Philpot. Price £5.00 each. Also
now only "officially" available from
PSS is Paul Angel’s Sound Machine
(£9.99) with a follow-up version,
Sound Machine Plus in the works.
From Entropy’s Colin Pigott comes
Recover-E, a disk repair kit. New
games coming soon include Don’t Lose
Your Marbles! bu Pickasso, ESI’s Ice
Chicken, possible conversions of
Spectrum classics Raid and Booty and
yes folks the sequel to Manic Miner,
Manic Mansion is still on the boil.

Also look out for yet another puzzler,
Superball.
Available from Revelation is the
re-launched Prince Of Persia at the
new price of £9.99 (originally £19.99).
A bargin for SAM owners who missed
out buying it first time around.
Meantime, BG Services have released a

classic games pack (+D/Disciple) for
£5.00. Games include Bear Bovver,
Combat Zone, and Dimension
Destructors. The latest release from
Steve’s Software is the follow-up to
SC-Monitor, with another SAM
wordprocessor in the pipeline. In fact
yet another wordprocessor is in the
works from Phoenix (just how many of
these utilities does SAM really need?)
FRED Publishing will soon be releasing
sequels to Waterworks and Orewarz.
Jupiter Software have a Sci-Fi Arcade
Adventure in prepaeration called
Amalthea, with another Manic Miner
clone in preperation too.

•SArAA Mardwares Blue Alpha
Electronics have moved premises to
YNYFCORRWG PARK. GLYNCORRWG
WORKSHOP, GLYNCORRWG, WEST
GLAMORGAN, SA13 3EA. Blue Alpha
now offer all SAM owners extended
warranty cover for your Coupe for a
mere £15.00. This only gives cover to
the computer, not for ant attached

service check to ensure everything i

in working order. WWC have managed
to find an alternative to SAM current
slim-line disk drives. For details ring
Format. Apart from Midget,
E-Sampler, another digitiser is in the
prototype stages which will use the
existing SAM Sound chip to produce
better images and sound effects.
E-Sampler should better Blue Alpha’s
interface which is no longer in stock.
Also on the drafting table is the
illusive SAM Hard Drive (PSS are
looking for financial investors to help
the project along) while from RookSoft

3.0 version of the SAM ROM.

P’221 Alevs: Prism Power has
altered its cover price to £2.20 due
to rising copying costs. The price
increase also takes into account that
PP now has 28 A4 pages. The new
Prism PD catalogue is also now
available. PPD has over 1000 different
titles now in stock. It’s available from
PPD if you send an SAE.
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COMPILEDBY The Z-TEAM
We’ve received a lot of additional
information from ZAT’s co-founder,
David Ledbury, to some of last time’s
queries I posed, so lets get going.. DB

memory paging, and the second? I’ve

idea, but T suspect it’s something

What’s the difference between
BASIC and Machine Code?
(Explanation No.3)

" A low level language, like Machine
Code, has less stages of translation
to go through for the computer to
understand it, thus is more qucker and
compact to use. However, it’s also a
lot tricker to learn, The opposite is
true for BASIC, a high level language.
A safe comprimise for Spectrum
owners can be found by using a
compiler. This will allow you to write
programs in BASIC, and translate them
to code. HiSOFT’s BASIC Compiler may
be still available, and I believe Simon
Goodwin’s excellent compiler.

do with reading a Kempston joystick
interface!. This can be generally fixed
with a poke or two, although I wish I

knew what stopped Uridium from
working!" -ZDi-

What is the best external
Drive for the Spectrum?

Disk

stillThe best one is the PLUS _,
available, I think, from Datel although
think Format sell the PLUS b
themselves. I’ve been told that that
the AMSTRAD CPC Disk drive interface
will work with the +2a, if the system
ROM is removed, but I can’t confirm if
this is true or not. (Anyone know.
DB)" ZPi-

be ordered via BetaSoft. SAM owners How do you run Spectrum utilities
have no compiler program at__ present, on the SAM Coupe?
but both Gamesmaster (BetaSoft) and
SCADS can be used to similiar effect "There’s a load of different programs;
for game creation. Machine Code is some commercial, others Public Domain,’

it’s even quicker than the and each have their own strengths and
above alternatives." Si—

"The Universal Drive from W.N.
Electronics is NOT quite the same as
the Lifetime Drive, although it is a
similiar concept. It should though, still
be compatible with a lot of computers
as S.C. Greenfield pointed out." JDl—

What is an emulator?

weaknesses. But for running Spectrum
utilities, the best is SPECMAKER,
available from Format (Where else?).
It’s pricy, but bloomin’ good! ZAT has
use it for donkey’s years to run
Cardex’s PCG PCG Desk Top Publisher.
Only 48k software can be run LEGALLY
on the SAM Coupe, however, the-e have
been many 128k titles converted to
the SAM bu hackers. They are almost
definately illegal, but they do work as
good as the originals, if not better.

SAM Coupe will run Spectrum
whether they be 256K or 512K

Any
titles

To add to Darren’s answer, the SAM memory. The easiest way to emulate a
has hardware emulation as part of its Spectrum isi

internal design. Indeed Mode 1 has
even been designed to slow down the Type SAVE "ROM” CODE D, 16384 on a
computer (by Bruce Gordon inserting Spectrum 48k (after inserting a Blank
extra WAIT states') so that Spectrum tape of course). Boot up your SAM
titles don’t run too fast! Therefore Coupe with a DOS disk. Then type
SAM will run the majority of Spectrum LOAD "ROM” CODE 65536 on SAM
48k titles with few problems. There (inserting the tape). Then type CALL
are problems with some software MODE 0.
titles; Lords Of Midnight and Uridium
being two examples. The first problem Them if speed and tape quality willing,

ZAT FACT: Over 80 million people speak French.
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ona//sa;t "To run Spectrum
utilities on SAM, you need to use an
emulator. Saving and Loading cannot be
done to disk, but I have a solution to
this, but I need to know whether
enough users are interested in being
able to use the Spectrum tape
load/save commands (also from
machine code!) to use the disk drive
(So write in! DB). Most games can be
converted without having to snap them
or change them, also some
multoloaders will work" David!
Q-omme.r-e.n_

2To>in G-anner asked: "On my
+2A, if I use my +D with G+D0S2a
in I28k mode, when a DOS error
occurs I end up going into 48k mode.
Is there a cure for this?"

"The +2a was a cut-down version of
the +3, which obviously has a great
deal of code built into it for +3 DOS.
Therefore running the +D on it, which
incidently is not compatible, will cause
problems. The main problem is that the
+D’s extra commands do not work
correctly all the time in 128k mode.

NBi Format Publications have a new
drive interface called the DX1, which
is very similiar to the +D; and even
uses, I believe, a version of alternative
+D DOS called UniDOS. Contact Format
for more info." X>i—

Amstrad Monitor be linked to any
128k Spectrum?"

"Yes, the monitor can be linked to any
Spectrum 128k machine, though the
only person I know who has fully
achieved this feat is theproprietor of
Alchemist Research PD" Dji—

The next question I posed has been

S
uite a popular topic

t
so I've had to

ebate to which version I printed. In
the end I*ve chosen David
Gommeren’s piece, but thanks to
Martyn Sherwood, Martin Westwood

and David Ledbury for other
alternatives. The query was: What
are the differences between
Spectrum models?

“16: Only one beeper sound, rubber
keyboard, 16k ROM, 16K RAM. The first
model could not run all software. 48K
Only one beeper sound, rubber
keyboard, 16K ROM, 48K RAM, can run
all 48 software but not all 128

i

software. Early versions handled
j

reading keys different which caused
some games not to work on these
machines, while some games which
were written on these machines didn’t
work on other Spectrum models. 48+
Only one beeper sound, extended
keyboard, 16K ROM, 48K RAM, much
the same as the 48 model. 128 Beeper
and 3 channel sound, extended
keyboard, MIDI out, keypad in (has
anyone got one?), 32K ROM, 128K
RAM, could run all games except for

Model) 1002 128 compatible. With
Amstrad casing and keyboard but with
built-in tapedrive and joystick sockets
(Sinclair port 1 and 2). I owned one
for a couple of years but I had to sell
it because of money problems (and I

was plain stupid. I would kill to get
one back). +2a Like the +3, but with
tapedrive instead of diskdrive. +3
(black model?) Built-in 3 inch
diskdrive (incompatible with other
drives, very cleverly done Amstrad).
Not compatible with older 128 models.
I know Quinqagesima will not work on
all machines, but since I never had
one, \ can’t test it, nor do I know
anything about it. I suspect hardware
also uses the higher bits of the
bankswitch port to map out the ROM.
but I’m not sure" ZDav'fci
G-omme.r-e.n_

F'Jn&fihj fco close..

“If a file is saved on a Lifetime
disk-drive, will it load on any other
3.5“ drive or vlsa-versa. Also, what
does the memory of a disk-drive
signify? Is it anything to do with
the amount that can be stored on
disc? If so does it matter about the
disc type used?"
Wesfccofct

I
qa L Ik Send your ZAT FACT 2 key word to ZAT. 33 DAWLEYou I BANK, TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE, TF4 2LQ
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JUPITER SOFTWARE
2 Oswald Road, Rushden, Northants, NN10 OLE

LABYRINTH Glade your vehicle through o labyrinth of twisting corridors coflectng disks

which give you extra time in order to complete this game. With over TIO rooms to explore.

Runs on 256K and 512K SAM. PRICE £4.00 A lovely Arcade Puzzler.

MUNCHER This Pac-Man "done” contains 30 levels of fun and action. The game includes

multi-screen levels and many original features. Runs on 256K and 512K SAM. PRICE £4.00

Very Tasty.

INVADERS Space Invaders with a new twist! With five different attacking alien fleets, lots

ot missiles and end of round super-aliens, this is one hell of a SAM game. Have you got

what it takes to beat the afien horde? Can be played on either a 256K or 512K SAM. PRICE
£4.00 A really good SAM Shoot-EM-Up.
BOMBS AWAY Your children have been kidnapped and you must save them. By solving the

many puzzles you must fold three parts of a bomb thafll come in handy when you liberate

your children from the kidnappers' cave. 512K ONLY. PRICE £6.50 An addictive

arcade-adventure.

SHAREWARE DISK This disk is chock-a-block with games and utilities. Items indude
MUNCHER, Translator demo, HANGMAN, plus other useful utilities. PRICE £100 or send a
SAE plus blank disc and you'll receive a FREE COPY!

TRANSLATOR A very useful FRENCH-ENGUSH dictionary utility. With over 18000
translations! Also available seperately is a ENGLISH-FRENCH version. Runs on 512K ONLY.
PRICE £3.00 for one version or £5.00 FOR BOTH VERSIONS.

If you spend over £10.00 on our products over a period of time, you'll receive a FREE COPY
of our Breakout done, CRAZY BALL. With over 20 levels, features includes various

power-up's and other goodies. COMING SOON: AMALTHEA, a space age arcade-adventure
and SHAREWARE DISK No.2

Make all cheques or Postal Orders payable to S. EKMS

EVERGLADE
Spectrum and C64 Games, 64 TELFORD STREET, INVERNESS, IV3

5LS Tel/Fax: 0463 240168

Here's a selection of whafs in stock (subject to availability). All prices indude postage and
packaging. AH titles are compatible with afl Spectrum models.
All titles cost £199: SUPER SPRNT, JET BIKE SIMULATOR, HACKER 2, STAR RADERS 2, SDI,
RACE AGAMST TIME, ACE OF ACES, DRAGON'S LAIR 1 AND 2, GALVAN, SHACKLED, LASER
TAG, NENER ENDING STORY, COBRA, FERNANDEZ MUST DE. GHOSTBUSTERS, SILKWORM,
DESOLATOR DOUBLE DRAGON, BLOOD BROTHERS, CRAZY CARS, FIGHTER PLOT,
TOMAHAWK, NORTHSTAR, 10TH FRAME FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, TRIVIAL PURSUIT, TIN TIN
ON THE MOON, ALTERNATIVE WORLD GAMES, FIST 2. OPPSI, DOWNTOWN MIAMI VICE
NINJA RABBITS, SHNOBI, DEATH WAKE, HOBGOBUN, THE GREAT ESCAPE CRYSTAL
CASTLES, 750cc GRAND PRIX, SPACE HARRIER 2, MOON WARRIORS, CONTINENTAL CRCUS.
NIGHT RUNNER, ROY OF THE ROVERS, GUADAL CANAL, GREEN BERET, CHARLE CHAPLIN,
TALOS, MINI OFFICE, TENGEN, METROCROSS, BMX SIMULATOR, YOGI BEAR INTERNATIONAL
KARATE, GUNSUNGER, RAMBO 3, CAVEMANIA, CHUCKE EGG 2. BASIE HERCULES
DESOLATOR POLE POSITION, FROST BYTE, BUFFALO BILLS RODEO GAMES.
PLUS MANY MORE GAMES, SETS AND COMPILATION SETS. For a copy of the Spectrum or
C64 catalogue, write to Everglade c/o RICHARD WEST. EVERGLADE is a member of the
IEBA.
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ZAT INDEX REF CODE. 5C Paper Zine I Diskzine QB Tapezine 4

OLE

^ IEBA. 5 Beacon Flats, Telford, Shropshire, TF1 1RG
i-O CHIC COMPUTER CLUB. PO box 121, Gerrard’s Cross, Bucks, SL9 9JP

SAM ADVENTURE CLUB. 43 Ferndale Road, Hall Green, B’Ham, B28 9AU
^SPECTRUM UK. 28 Rockingham Drive, Melton Mowbray, Leics, LE13 OLQ
Z ADVENTURE PROBE (8-16BIT) 52 Burford Road, Liverpool, L16 6AQ
Z THE DRAGON MAGAZINE. 10 Overton Rd, Abbey Wood, London, SE2 9SD
Z 8BIT MART. "Harrowden", 39 High St, Sutton In The Isle, Ely, Cambs, CB6
A
C SPELLUNKER (Spec/SAM). 8 Finsbury Drive, Wrose, Bradford, BD2 1QA
C FORMAT (Spec/SAM). 34 Borton Rd, GLOUCESTER, GL4 OLE
Z FISH (Spec). 3 Station Road, Birch Vale, Stockport, Cheshire, SK12 5BP
Z SAM PRIME. 19 Lyme Avenue, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SKII 7RS
g FRED (SAM). 40 fioundy Hill, Monfieth, Dundee, DD5 4RZ
M OUTLET (Spec/SAM). 605 Loughborough Road, Birstall, Leicester, LE4 4NJ
flO SAM SUPPORTERS’ CLUB. 37 Parker St, Bloxwich, Walsall, WS3 9LE

0 5>AM2SAM. The Mount, May Hill, Ramsey, Isle of Man, IM8 2HG
a SAM DISK. 20 Grove Road, Hoylake, Wirral, Merseyside, L47 2DT
2 ZODIAC (SAM)New House, Holbear, Chard, Somerset, TA20 2HS
1 PRISM PD (SAM/Spec). 13 Rodney Close, Bilton, Rugby, CV22 7HJQ SAM PD. 18 Mill Lane, Skelmersdale, Lancs, WN8 8RH
[«5 SPECTRUM SOFTWARE HIRE. 32 Dursley Road, Trowbridge, Wilts, BA14
W

JUPITER SOFTWARE (SAM). 2 Oswald Road, Rushden, Northants, NN10

Dovey Close, Astley,ROOKSOFT/SAM So SPECTRUM NETWORK CLUB.
Tudesley, Manchester, M29 7NP
JKL INNOVATION SOFTWARE (SAM). 22 Coral Close, Tuffley, Gloucester, GL4 ORG
JM J. CAULDWELL (Spec).5 Helmsley Drive, Eastwood, Notts, NG16 2RSX ZENOBI (Spec). 26 Spotland Tops, Culgate, Rochdale, Lancs, 0L12 7NX
X. EUREKA (Spec). 294 Old Chester Road, Birkenhead, Merseyside, L42 3XDX FSF ADVENTURES (Spec). 40 Harvey Gdns, Charlton, London, SE7 8AJ
JK. ADVENTURE WORKSHOP (Spec). 36 Grasmere Rd, Royton, Oldham, Lancs, OL2

S
DREAMWORLD (Spec). 10 Medhurst Cres, Gravesend, Kent, DA12 4HL
IVYSOFT (Spec). 17 Parkside, Ivubridge, Devon, PL21 OHU
AXXCENT (SAM). 89 Trewent rk, Freshwater Est, Pembroke, Dyfed, SA71

JK, FDOS (SAM). 1 Mapperton Close, Canford Heath, Poole, Dorset, BH17 8AFXo RDS SOFTWARE (Spec). 24 Chelsea Pk, Easton, Bristol, BS5 6AGX REVELATION (SAM). PO BOX 114, Exeter, Devon, EX4 1YYx DATEL. Govan Road, Fenton Ind Est, Stoke, ST4 2RSM TRADING POST. Victoria Road, Shifnal. Shropshire, TF11 8AFMS OMIDALE SUPPLIES. 23 Curson Street, Derby, DEI 2ES
BT<3> W.N. ELECTRONICS New Address! 6 Ravensmead, Chalfont St Peter,
Bucks, SL9 0NB

t <3> JV ELECTRONICS. 42 Hawthorn Road, Shrewsbury.
RA ELECTRONICS. 133 London Rd South, Lowestoft, NR33 0AX—
BLUE ALPHA ELECTRONICS (SAM) New Addresss! Ynyfcorrwg Park,

X BETASOFT (SAM). 24 Wyche Avenue, King’s Heath, B’Ham, B14 6LQ
M.Q STEVE’S SOFTWARE (SAM). 7 Narrow Close, Histon, Cambs, CB4 4XXx^ B.G. SERVICES (Spec/SAM), 64 Roebuck Rd, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1JX

X. KOBRASOFT (Spec/SAM). Pleasant View, Hulme Lane, Longton, Stoke, ST3

GREENWELD, 27Z Park Road, Southampton, SOI 3TB
DCP DEVELOPEMENTS. Hillside Lodge, Ermine St South, Papworth Everard,

Cambs, CB3 8QAX SOFTWARE SHOP, 48 High St, Renfrewshire, PA4 8QPX WIZARD GAMES. 1 North Marine Rd, Scarborough, Y012 7EYX SOFTWARE CITY, PO BOX 888, Wolverhampton, WV1 1TQ
EVERGLADE. 68 Telford Street, Inverness, IV3 5LS

SPECTRUM PROFI-CLUB, 33 51069, Koln, Germany
SPECTRUM USER CLUB. Gastackerstr, 23 70794, Filderstadt, Germany


